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QUESTION 1

Much as in modular programming, there are two ways that federation applies to user interface design: 

as either consumer or producer of federated Interface elements. 

Which statement is true? 

A. As a consumer, the end user is responsible for incorporating existing Interface elements into the user interface. 

B. As a consumer, the device is responsible for incorporating existing Interface elements into the user interface. 

C. As a consumer, the developer is responsible for incorporating existing Interface elements into the user interface. 

D. As a producer, the developer is responsible for building separate and independent interface elements that can be
incorporated into another user interface. 

E. As a producer, the developer is responsible for incorporating existing interface elements into the user interface. 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: 

As a consumer the developer is responsible for incorporating existing interface elements into the user 

interface. 

References: 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following statements are true about perimeter security? 

A. Though it is often associated with network security, it also applies to physical security measures as fences and
locked doors. 

B. It is most effective when there is only one perimeter. For example, when inner perimetersare established, they reduce
the effectiveness of outer perimeters. 

C. The Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) is the most protected zone of the network, which should be reserved for only the most
sensitive data. 

D. Connections should not be permitted to span more than one perimeter or firewall. 

E. Perimeter security can be a component of a defense-in-depth strategy. 

F. Perimeter security is most effective for protection against insider threats. 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

Explanation: 
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A: Your inner perimeter consists of the doors, windows and walls of your building(s). Protecting your inner perimeter is
usually accomplished with locks, keys and alarm systems. 

D: 

E: Defense in depth is a security strategy in which multiple, independent, and mutually reinforcing security controls are
leveraged to secure an IT environment. Defense in depth should be applied so that a combination of firewalls, intrusion
detection and prevention, user management, authentication, authorization, and encryption mechanisms are employed
across tiers and network zones. Defense in depth is compatible with perimeter security in that network perimeters (or
more generically, protection zones) can make up part of the defense in depth strategy. 

References: 

 

QUESTION 3

Identify the true statements in the following list. 

A. The origins of http and the World Wide Web are attributed to Tim Berners-Lee while he was working on a European
physics project. 

B. The Internet was invented by AlGore. 

C. AJAX is the primary standard enabling today\\'s Rich Internet Applications. 

D. The Internet was invented in the US by the Advanced Research Projects Agency. 

E. ORA UI architecture is based on Apache struts. 

F. Today\\'s RIA standards are provided primarily by W3C, IETF, JCP and OASIS. 

G. Today\\'s RIA standards are provided by the wide variety of industry-standards group including W3C, IEEE, TMF,
ISO, and so on. 

Correct Answer: ACDG 

Explanation: 

C: AJAX is short for "Asynchronous JavaScript And XML", which essentially limits the term to the set of RIA (Rich
Internet Application) solutions based on JavaScript. 

D: The Advanced Research Projects Agency created ARPA-net. Internet was developed from ARPA- net. 

Note: A Rich Internet Application (RIA) is a Web application that has many of the characteristics of desktop application
software, typically delivered by way of a site-specific browser, a browser plug-in, an independent sandbox, extensive
use of JavaScript, or a virtual machine. Adobe Flash, JavaFX, and Microsoft Silverlight are currently the three most
common platforms, with desktop browser penetration rates around 96%, 76%, and 66% respectively (as of August
2011). 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following does Policy Management Compliance refer to? 

A. a desired behavior, andis associated with one or more Infrastructure components 
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B. the demonstration and enforcement of regulatory standards,industry standards, internal best practices 

C. a set of processes through which management identifies, analyzes and, where necessary, responds appropriately to
risks 

D. a management approach to direct and control the entire organization by using a combination of management
information and hierarchical management control structures 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: 

Policy management is the demonstration of, and enforcement to, regulatory standards, industry standards, 

and internal best practices. 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statement is true with respect to Metadata Repository and Asset Repository? 

A. Metadata Repository manages the data about the assets, and Asset Repository stores the payload of the assets. 

B. Asset Repository manages the data about the assets, and Metadata Repository stores the payload of the assets. 

C. Metadata Repository stores everything related to the assets. Including metadata and payload. 

D. Asset Repository stores everything related to the assets, including metadata and payload. 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: 

Asset repository refers to the tools or technologies that store the physical assets or payload, as opposed to 

the metadata that is stored in the Metadata Repository. 

References: 
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